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Our September trip to Nicaragua was very helpful to put this investigation
into perspective. 	 Part of the area sampling frame was finished for Nicaragua,
but there are sections of Nicaragua that have no current photography. 	 It is
in these areas where L&NDSAT data could have an impact. 	 To date, no imagery
is available, however, this is the season when it is possible to obtain good
imagery.
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The Pacific coast of Nicaragua is the most established and
most populated areas in Nicaragua. In most of this area,
aerial photography is available and current.
From the middle of the country, east to the Atlantic, the
situation is different - less populated, less agriculture,
not photographed, acid changing rapidly. This area is now
important and we do not have imagery. No work will be done
until imagery is available for this area.
We are sfsttin; up a sampling frame in Bolivia and LANDSAT
data is now present. Data will be obtained and used there.
We will report progress of that project if it occurs before
progress on the other project occurs.
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